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Can you relate?

u "Help! I don’t know how to talk to my _____ (family, friends, 
co-workers) about all that is happening in our world.”

u “Sometimes, when I try to have a conversation with 
someone at church about a current relevant topic, it ends in 
an awkward silence or a quick shift to a new topic.”  

u “I’m not sure if I should talk about my political views at 
(church, work, family gatherings)!  What if we don’t agree?  
Will I lose a friend?” 



How do we thoughtfully listen and engage 
with each other in today’s fast moving, 
complicated world?  

What happens when we encounter those 
moments of discord and disconnect here at 
Mount Olivet and in our lives?



• To deepen understanding and “soften hearts”, not to change minds
• To bring personal understanding as well as appreciation for 

other’s views

• From misunderstanding and distrust toward understanding and 
empathy

• To experience being respected AND respectful despite 
disagreements

• To personally witness the hopefulness of an encouraging dialogue as 
an alternative to debate 

• To witness that our relationship depends on the quality of our 
conversation not on agreement

• To offer encouragement and tools

• To help our faith community to be its best

What are our goals?



Our plan for this week and next:
u Sunday, April 23: 

u Our Core Values

u Understanding “debate” and “dialogue”

u Guidelines for a deeper conversation about this:  Agreements

u Practice and Homework

u Sunday, April 30:

u A Conversation together: How can we respond as God’s faithful 
people in our complicated and divisive world? 

u Debrief, Reflect, Evaluate



An important part of Mount Olivet’s identity is 
to be church 

“by listening to God and to each other.”



Do you remember a time when someone 
tried to change your mind?

u Do you remember how you felt?

u Do you want to find another way to address disagreement?



Distinguishing between 

Debate 

u Pre-meeting communication is 
negligible

u Participants often leaders with a 
firm position

u Atmosphere may feel threatening

u Participants speak to own 
constituents or the undecided

u Unswerving commitment to 
position

u Assumes all is known

Dialog 

u Pre-meeting preparation is 
essential

u Need not be leaders, individuals 
coming with own unique 
experiences 

u Atmosphere is kept safe via 
agreements, facilitators

u Participants speak to each other

u Expressions of uncertainties and 
deeply held beliefs

u Assumes discovery happens



Preparing for our Conversation…

Please:

u Be on time

u If you need to leave early…

u No cell phones please

Tools to help us:

u Careful preparation

u Conversation Agreements

u Small group facilitators

u Timers

u Silence

u Wisdom

Adapted from a method developed by the Public 
Conversations Project of Boston, MA 

Used extensively by the Minnesota Council of Churches 
Respectful Conversation Project



Conversation Agreements
u Speak for oneself

u I statements – own and offer your thoughts and feelings 
honestly

u Avoid grand pronouncements or stating positions of others

u Practice respect in speaking and listening; 

u accept that others may have different views

u No need to debate or set others straight

u Be brief

u Honor timeframe

u Don’t interrupt

u Listen carefully – especially when something is hard to accept

u Respect confidentiality – after the conversation do not attach 
names to comments without permission

u Allow people to pass or pass for now



Questions of genuine interest

u Can you tell me more about how you came to 
believe…

u Help me to see what you mean when you say…

u When you say that… does that mean…

u Has it always been that way for you – where did 
that come from?



Next week – our conversation starts right 
away at 10:00

Homework:  observe your “difficult 
conversations” 

and – what “difficult” topics ought
Mount Olivet try?




